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Can Gödel’s Incompleteness Theorem be a
Ground for Dialetheism?*
1)

Seungrak Choi
【Abstract】Dialetheism is the view that there exists a true contradiction. This
paper ventures to suggest that Priest’s argument for Dialetheism from Gödel’s
theorem is unconvincing as the lesson of Gödel’s proof (or Rosser’s proof) is
that any sufficiently strong theories of arithmetic cannot be both complete and
consistent. In addition, a contradiction is derivable in Priest’s inconsistent and
complete arithmetic. An alternative argument for Dialetheism is given by
applying Gödel sentence to the inconsistent and complete theory of arithmetic.
We argue, however, that the alternative argument raises a circularity problem.
In sum, Gödel’s and its related theorem merely show the relation between a
complete and a consistent theory. A contradiction derived by the application of
Gödel sentence has the value of true sentences, i.e. the both-value, only under
the inconsistent models for arithmetic. Without having the assumption of
inconsistency or completeness, a true contradiction is not derivable from the
application of Gödel sentence. Hence, Gödel’s and its related theorem never
can be a ground for Dialetheism.
【Key Words】Gödel’s incompleteness theorem, Rosser’s incompleteness
theorem, Dialetheism, Inconsistent Arithmetic.
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1. Introduction
A conventional conception of inconsistency in a classical arithmetic
tells that inconsistency implies everything. Ex Contradictione
Quodlibet(hereafter ECQ), which means a contradictory premise leads
any (true) sentences, often describes the classical inconsistency.
Paraconsistent logicians, including Robert Meyer, Chris Mortensen,
and Graham Priest, have challenged the orthodox view of the
inconsistency with the arithmetical (inconsistent) structures that ECQ
does not work as valid. Their counter-example to ECQ distinguishes
between inconsistency and triviality, then gives an inconsistent but
non-trivial structure for arithmetic. A theory
contains both a sentence
consistent.

is trivial if

the language L of

is inconsistent if

and its negation ~ , otherwise

derives every (well-formed) sentence in

, otherwise

is non-trivial. The inconsistent and

non-trivial arithmetic contains an instance of the form
∧ ~ ), nonetheless

∧~

is

and ~

(i.e.

does not imply every true sentence. If

ECQ expresses that any instances of the form

∧~

implies every

true sentence, it has a counter-example and becomes an invalid rule as
it does not preserve the truth-value of the premises to the conclusion in
all arithmetical structures.
Meyer (1976) seems to have first suggested an inconsistent
arithmetic and Meyer and Mortensen (1984) has further developed the
inconsistent models of it. Priest (1997, 2000) has shown that all
inconsistent models for arithmetic have a certain general form.1)
1)

More precisely, there are two ways of preserving non-triviality of the
inconsistent theory. Having RM3-models for arithmetic suggested in Meyer and
Mortensen (1984), RM3 assigns the values for the implication in the three-
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Although they have a different counter-example to ECQ, the main
reason for rejecting ECQ is of the same kind. Roughly put, their
inconsistent arithmetic has a three-valued system taking the set of
values – true, both, and false. If a sentence
negation ~
~

∧~

has a both-value, its

either has the both-value. Henceforth,

∧~

and

have the both-value. Inconsistent models for arithmetic

regard true and both-value as the value of true sentences. As all
sentences are not true and both in (some) inconsistent models, the truth
value of

∧~

does not preserve its true and both-value to all

sentences. In other words, there exists a case that

∧~

is a true

sentence which has the both-value but its consequence is false.
A defender of ECQ may ask why we should accept the both-value in
logic. Priest (2006a) has given the answer from paradoxes. He has
strongly maintained Dialetheism which is the thesis that there exists a
true contradiction. For convenience, we will call any sentences of the
form

∧ ~ , ‘contradiction’, and any true contradiction in all

discourses (or mathematical structures), ‘dialetheia.’ ‘Dialetheism’
intends to mean in this paper that there exists a dialetheia, in so far as
no misapprehension appears. Priest keeps the view that any
formalization of natural language semantics needs to take paradox into
valued Sugihara matrix {+1, 0, -1} which appears in Anderson and Belnap
(1975). Let ,
be a formula. Let , ∧, ∨, and → be a paraconsistent
negation, conjunction, disjunction, and implication constant. Regarding ECQ
with the form
∧
→ ,
∧
→
is not true in all valuations of
RM3, so ECQ is not valid in RM3-models. On the other hand, Priest’s
inconsistent models in Priest(1979), called the Logic of Paradox (LP), define
→
as
∨
and
∧
∨
is true in all valuations of LP.
However, Modus Ponens is not valid in LP, any sets of sentences true in LP are
not trivial.
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account. ‘This sentence is not true’ is a well-known sentence of the Liar
Paradox. If it were true, then it is not true. Also, it is true if it were not
true. Therefore, under the assumption that the suggested reasoning is
sound, the liar sentence seems to be both true and not true. Any liartype sentences are easily constructed in natural language. Priest has
claimed that the paradoxical reasoning appeals us that there exists a
dialetheia which has the both-value.
The main question is, ‘is there any dialetheia in arithmetic?’ Though
natural language has any liar-type sentences, it is unclear that there
exists a dialetheia in arithmetic. Priest (1979, 1984) and Priest (2006a:
Ch.3 and Ch. 17) has proposed an argument for Dialetheism from
Gödel’s first incompleteness theorem. Gödel’s theorem shows, for any
consistent and sufficiently strong formal axiomatic theory
arithmetic, there exists a Gödel sentence
language L of

but not provable in

for

constructed in the

. There may be a parallel

between the Gödel sentence, which says ‘I am not provable’, and the
Liar sentence. Were the Gödel sentence regarded as an arithmetical
analogy of the Liar sentence, Gödel’s first incompleteness theorem is
the consistent counterpart of the Liar Paradox. As Priest has claimed, if
the Liar sentence could give a dialetheia, either could the Gödel
sentence in

having no assumption of consistency of

. It seems to

be that Priest presumes the inconsistency of our linguistic practice and
attempts to derive the inconsistency of our naive proof procedures in
natural language.2) However, exactly how one is supposed to derive the

2)

I thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing out that the inconsistency of our
linguistic practice in natural language can imply the inconsistency of our naive
notion of proof.
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inconsistency of our naive proof procedures from our linguistic practice
remains unclear. Priest has found an answer from Gödel’s theorem. The
present paper investigates Priest’s view on Gödel’s theorem and his
argument for Dialetheism given by applying Gödel sentence to our
naive notion of proof.
The issue has been discussed in Charles Chihara (1984) and Neil
Tennant (2004). Priest maintains that any correct formalization of our
naive proof procedure is inconsistent and it is tantamount to show that a
dialetheia exists. Hence, the main tension between them is the nature of
naive proof procedures. For instance, Chihara (1984) examines Priest’s
view on Gödel’s theorem with the following argument:
(1) If

has a complete formalization of our naive proof procedures,

then only truths are provable in
(2)

.

has the complete formalization of our naive proof procedures.

(3) Therefore, by (1) and (2), only truths are provable in
Provided that

.

derives a contradiction, there exists a dialetheia since

only truths are provable in

. Many logicians have maintained that not

all mathematical proof procedures can be completely formalized.
Chihara (1984) denies the assumption (2). Likewise, considering that
there exists no dialetheia in intuitionistic logic, Tennant (2004) claims
Gödel’s theorem merely shows that we cannot have the complete
characterization of our naive proof procedures. Their interpretation of
Gödel’s theorem, however, may be the consistent counterpart with the
law of non-contradiction as Priest (1984, 2006a) denies. They may
have a different conception of our naive proof procedures. The tension
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of their dispute may converge on the problem of whether the rejection
of the law of non-contradiction is legitimate or not. In this paper, we set
aside the issue of the nature of our naive notion of proof. Rather, we
focus on Gödel’s and its related proofs per se. The aim of the paper is
not to devastate Dialetheism in arithmetical discourses but to claim that
if we drop the assumption of consistency and of inconsistency, Gödel’s
theorem could not be a ground for Dialetheism.
In Section 2, we will argue that for a Gödel sentence

,

∧~

is

derivable only in a complete theory of arithmetic. It shall be claimed
that the lesson of Gödel’s proof is that any sufficiently strong and
intuitively correct arithmetic cannot be both complete and consistent. In
other words, although

∧~

is provable in a complete theory,

Gödel’s and its related theorem do not provide any clue that a theory of
arithmetic must be complete. An expected answer from Priest is that
there exists a decidable complete inconsistent arithmetic and so the
complete arithmetic is provable. The argument for Dialetheism is
achieved by the application of Gödel sentence to the inconsistent and
complete theory of arithmetic. After introducing Priest’s inconsistent
models for arithmetic, in Section 3, we will argue that the circularity
problem is waiting for the argument. In conclusion, we will query
whether the inconsistent (or paraconsistent) mathematics needs Gödel’s
theorem as its motivation in that inconsistent logic and mathematics are
achieved without Gödel’s theorem.
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2. Deriving a Contradiction from Gödel’s Original Proof.
As we have noted, one of the Priest’s main motivations for
Dialetheism is Gödel’s theorem. He applies Gödel sentence to a naive
notion of proof in natural language and attempts to make an argument
for Dialetheism. His ‘naive proof’ stands for the informal deductive
arguments from basic sentences which are put forward to be maintained
as true without any proof of it. Each axiom of Peano
Arithmetic(hereafter PA) is to be a basic sentence. In this regard, his
naive proof intends to mean any informal mathematical proof
procedures from the axioms. Affirming his claim that a set of the naive
proofs satisfies the conditions of Gödel’s theorem and let

be a

formalization of the naive proof procedures for arithmetic, he claims,
… if [ ] is consistent there is a sentence
which is not provable in [ ],
but which we can establish as true by a naive proof, and hence is provable
in [ ]. The only way out of the problem, other than to accept the
contradiction, and thus [D]ialetheism anyway, is to accept the
inconsistency of naive proof. So we are forced to admit that our naive
proof procedures are inconsistent. But our naive proof procedures just are
those methods of deductive argument by which things are established as
true. It follows that some contradictions are true; that is, [D]ialetheism is
correct. (2006a: 44)

We now venture to suggest that his interpretation of Gödel’s theorem is
half true, as the moral of Gödel’s proof is that it is unable to be proved
by

itself that

is both complete and consistent.

To begin our story with the Liar Paradox which is one of the main
motivations of Dialetheism. Let

be a liar-type sentence, saying ‘ ’

is not true. A classical naive proof process entails an equivalent relation
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≡~

is true if and only if ~

such that

∧~

is true. If the consistency of
,

legitimate theory
, if

is a primary criterion for a

would exclude a liar-type sentence,
∧ ~ . On the other hand,

leads a contradiction,
out

is true and thus

is complete with its language L having

, which

could not single
. The definition

of ‘complete’ and ‘consistent’ runs as follows. In accordance with
standard practice, we write ‘ ⊢ ’ to mean that
‘ ⊬ ’ means that

does not derive

Definition 1. Let

The liar-type sentence
If

⊢

or

such that

⊢

and

in L implies ~
⊢

is complete,

⊢
have

leads

⊢ ~ . Since

and

⊬

⊢~ .

and vice versa. (i.e.

∧ ~ . Hence,

is not

≡ ~ , the assumption that

⊬ . The similar process provides
∧ ~ . For there is no clue that
implies

⊢ ~ . (2)

⊢ ~ . This contradicts the consistency of

not complete. The assumption that
⊢

⊢~

language L having

nor

, it seems,

is
3)

is consistent, then there is no

consistent. On the other hand, if
⊢

.

in L, either

is consistent if there exists no

such that

and

be any theory and L be a language. (1)

complete if for each sentence

≡~ .

derives

⊬~

, so we

⊬ ~ . Therefore,

is

is consistent can be rejected if
is complete, however, neither
implies

⊢

. With the

cannot be both complete and

consistent. With regard to Gödel’s theorem, we will arrive at the same
conclusion.

3)

We will use ‘completeness’ in this sense if there be no misapprehension.
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Priest (2006a, p.5) says that consistency of our linguistic principles
cannot be invoked as a regulatory one against inconsistency. Rather, he
assumes that inconsistency is the natural presupposition of the
principles. While putting aside the presupposition of consistency, a
derives a contradiction. However, without

complete theory

supposing inconsistency or completeness, there is no reason that

has

a dialetheia. The similar result of which we mentioned above can be
given by Gödel’s theorem.
Gödel’s first incompleteness theorem shows that, for any consistent
and sufficiently strong theory
in the language L of

of arithmetic, there exists a sentence

but not derivable in

. The result would not

be shown in all theories of arithmetic. It may be proved only by the
theory that can represent all primitive recursive functions. Roughly, to
say that a function is recursive is to say that there exists an effective
calculable method to decide its value. A function is primitive recursive
if it can be obtained from the basic functions, such as zero, successor
and the various identity functions, by composition and recursion. Many
arithmetical truths can be formulated by the primitive recursive
functions. When a theory has an ability to express certain truths
through all primitive recursive functions, we say that it can represent all
primitive recursive functions. If every (naive) proof procedure can be
characterized by all primitive recursive functions in the theory, all those
are representable. One of the interpretations of Gödel’s theorem might
be that, for any given theory

for arithmetic which all primitive

recursive functions are representable,

is unable to express all

arithmetical truths. Whereas Priest claims that it merely shows an
inconsistency of

. His proof in Priest (2006a, pp. 48-60) starts from
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the consistency assumption of
that it is not the case that
and ~

and derives, for a Gödel sentence

and

,

is true. However, from his proof,

is not to be derivable from

unless the proof presumes

. In Priest’s perspective on the linguistic

the completeness of

principles, it may be begging the question to assume that

is

consistent. If it is, either we should drop the inconsistency assumption
of

. Therefore, it is desirable to set aside both the presuppositions of

consistency and of inconsistency, and to show whether

is

inconsistent or incomplete. Without those presuppositions, we only
have a relation between the complete and the consistent theory from
Gödel’s proof. With some terminologies, lemma, and theorem, we give
a proof of a contradiction true in ω-complete and complete theory
Let

be any formula,

natural number n,
code of

be the code of

be its numeral. Hence,

and, for any given
is the numeral of the

. Instead of assuming (ω-)consistency of

of the ω-completeness and the completeness of
⊢

proof of

.

, the assumption

can be taken for our

4)

∧ ~ . Having the definitions of ‘ω-complete’ and

‘ω-consistent’, we can derive a contradiction true in the ω-complete
and complete theory of arithmetic. A sketch of the following result can
be found in Appendix A.
Definition 2. Let L be a language of arithmetic and
L. (1)

is

-complete if

natural number n. (2)
⊢∃
4)

and

⊢~

is

⊢∃

implies

be any theory in
⊢

-consistent if there exists no

for some
such that

for all n.

As Tarski(1933) has investigated, ω-consistency implies consistency. We drop
the ω-consistency assumption.
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Theorem 1. Let

be any given

-complete theory of arithmetic that

can represent all primitive recursive functions. If

is complete, there

such that

exists

⊢

∧~ .

is

-consistent,

Proof. See Appendix A.
Theorem 2. (Gödel, 1931) If

is not complete.

With the assumption of ω-consistency, Gödel (1931) shows the first
incompleteness theorem, i.e. Theorem 2. Theorem 1 and 2 show that in
the language, L, having Gödel sentence
and ( ω-)consistent.
assumed that
,

⊬

∧~

,

cannot be both complete

is not derivable from

unless it is

is complete. Without the completeness assumption of

(or ~ ) does not mean

⊢~

(or

). Not all

(inconsistent and non-trivial) theories of arithmetic are complete. (Cf.
Meyer and Mortensen, 1984.) Gödel’s proof and its application merely
give us the lesson that only in the complete theory
sentence

∧~

true in

5)

.

there exists a

In other words, Gödel’s first

incompleteness theorem (Theorem 2) does not say that

is

inconsistent. Even though we consider Theorem 1, we cannot claim

5)

There is another proof of the incompleteness theorem. Barkley Rosser (1936)
shows that the assumption of ω-consistency in Gödel’s first incompleteness
theorem can be replaced by consistency. Accepting Rosser’s incompleteness
proof, one may argue that
has a dialetheia at the expense of consistency.
Although we follow the line of Rosser’s proof, we should assume the
completeness of
to derive a contradiction. The precise proof of it is in the
Appendix B.
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that a general theory of arithmetic is inconsistent, as all theories of
arithmetic are not complete.
An expected answer from this objection is that Priest purports to
have proved an inconsistency in
asserting that

, which cannot be dismissed by

is consistent. In addition, he may claim that the

completeness of an inconsistent arithmetic is provable and the
inconsistent arithmetic is more general than a classical arithmetic.
Truly, there is a decidable complete inconsistent arithmetic. However,
if a dialetheia were a contradiction true in all mathematical structures,
Gödel’s theorem (Theorem 1) as the main motivation for Dialetheism
should support that any theories (or any general theory) of arithmetic
have a contradiction. For only in some complete theories of arithmetic,
a contradiction is derivable, it has to be shown that any theories of
arithmetic are complete and have a dialetheia. Though we restrict our
scope of theories into some theories, Theorem 1 and 2 does not ensure
the completeness of the theories. It is unconvincing that Gödel’s and its
related results are the ground for Dialetheism.
The completeness of (some) inconsistent arithmetic can be proved by
constructing an inconsistent model,
models,

, of classical arithmetic. Considering that the set

of sentences true in
to

, which extends any consistent

is complete. The application of the Theorem 1

yields a contradiction. Priest(2006a, pp. 236-237), in

practice, makes an argument for Dialetheism or for the inconsistent
arithmetic in this way. The application of the Gödel sentence to
seems to show that Dialetheism is true. The simple argument
for Dialetheism is that, for a Gödel sentence
then

⊢

∧~

, if

is complete,

and so Dialetheism is true. The problem is
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that to make

complete, there must be an inconsistent object in

a domain of

and its interpretation should have a both-value for

dialetheias. To have the inconsistent objects(or the both-value),
Dialetheism is to be true. Unfortunately, because, for Priest, Gödel’s
theorem supports Dialetheism, his argument falls into a circularity
problem. In the next section, we shall investigate his inconsistent
arithmetic and argue that his argument involves the problem of
circularity.

3. Priest’s Inconsistent Models for Arithmetic and the
Circularity Problem.
In this section, we shall investigate Priest’s inconsistent and complete
arithmetic. Not all the inconsistent theories for arithmetic are complete.
Priest’s inconsistent models for arithmetic are produced by the
Collapsing Theorem which implies that a set of sentences true in a
collapsed model is complete. To this end, we firstly introduce Priest’s
inconsistent models and the Collapsing Theorem. An inconsistent and
complete theory of arithmetic is a direct consequence of the Collapsing
Theorem. Next, we will carry on our discussion of Priest’s argument
for Dialetheism from Gödel’s theorem (Theorem 1) and argue that his
argument raises a circularity problem.
Priest (1997, 2000) has proposed inconsistent models for arithmetic
setting out in the Logic of Paradox, LP. LP interpretation suggested in
Priest (1979, 1991) is based on three values; true, both and false. The
language L of LP is that of classical first-order logic, including function
symbols and identity. The LP interpretation (or structure)

for L is a
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,

pair

, where D is a non-empty set and I assigns denotations to

the non-logical symbols of L in the following way.
· For any constant symbol d, I(d) is a member of D.
· For every n-ary function symbol f, I(f) is an n-ary function on D.
· For every n-ary predicate symbol
,

where

and anti-extension of

and

;

,…,

is the pair

are the extension

respectively.
,

∪

but no need to be

∩

We should note that, for any n-ary predicate
,…,

, I(

∈

∅.

If the extension and anti-extension of a predicate are disjoint in the LP
interpretation, we shall call it classical structure,
Finally, let
where

.

be a valuation from the formulas to truth values
∈

1 , 1,0 , 0 . Where

is a predicate and

,…,

are terms, the valuations for atomic formulas, negation(

),

6)

conjunction(∧), and the universal quantifier are as follows :
· For an n-ary predicate
1∈

,…,

iff

,…,

∈

,

0∈

,…,

iff

,…,

∈

.

,

of L,

· For a formula
1∈
6)

,

iff 0 ∈

,

Paraconsistent logic has a different use of the implication and negation from
that of classical logic. We will use ‘⊃’, ‘∼’, ‘≡’ for the material implication,
classical negation, and classical equivalence relation respectively. Also, ‘→’,
‘ ’, ‘↔’ will be used, respectively, for the paraconsistent implication, negation,
and equivalence relation. ‘iff’ is the abbreviation of ‘if and only if’.
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0∈

iff 1 ∈

,

1∈

∧

iff 1 ∈

and 1 ∈

0∈

∧

iff 0 ∈

or 0 ∈

1∈

∀

iff 1 ∈

/

,
,

for all

means the substitution of d for x in

,

0∈

for some

∀

iff 0 ∈

/

∈

/

where
∈ .

The valuations for disjunction and quantification can be taken as
∨

defined by the suggested valuation above. That is to say,
∧

∃

,
∨

∀

→

, and, as usual,

. Truth conditions for classical logic are obtained by

ignoring the second clause of each connective. The above interpretation
extends to equality in the following sense.
Definition 3. For any given LP-interpretation I and J, J is an extension
of I iff for every predicate

,

⊆

and

⊆

.

Theorem 3. Let I, J be (LP-)interpretations and J is an extension of I.
Let

,

,

are valuations for I, J respectively. For any formula
⊆

.

Proof. See Priest(1997).
Priest(1997, 2000) takes the names to be the members of D themselves
and adopts the convention that for every
Let

∈ ,

is just d itself.

be a language of 0, , ,⋅ for (inconsistent) arithmetic

augmented from L with a name for every member of D of
be a theory in
model of

and

extending PA. Suppose
be a congruence relation on

and

be a non-standard
with only finitely
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many equivalence classes.7) We define
classes and say
speak,

to be the set of equivalence

is the equivalence class of d in D under
;

is defined as
,

interpretation,

;

and

∈

. So to
. A new

, called the collapsed interpretation is

given as follows:
· For every constant

,

.

· For every n-place function f,
,… ,
· For every predicate

,

∈

iff for some

,

,…,

∈

,

,…,

∈

iff for some

,

,…,

∈

.

·

,

;

,

·

,

;

.

interpretation

8)

.8)

,…,

It is easily seen that

7)

and 1

,…,

is an extension of I. Having the collapsed

, we have the Collapsing theorem.

is also an equivalence relation which satisfies that if
for all
,…,
,…,
where
is an n-place
1
, then
function in
and , ∈ . We only focus on the finite LP models for
in order to set aside the problems of the infinite LP. Priest(1997) claims the
existence of a further family of finite LP models of , called ‘clique models’,
with his intended congruence relation. Paris and Pathmanathan (2006) indicates
that Priest’s proof, stating his intended congruence relation, has an error, and
Paris and Sirokfskich (2008) extend their work into the infinite. Regardless of
the cases of the infinite LP models, we can discuss the completeness and
inconsistency of . We leave this issue aside in the present paper.
In the same way,
,
⋅
⋅
,
.
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Theorem 4. (the Collapsing Theorem) Let
and

for

. For any formula

of

be a valuation for
⊆

,

.

Proof. Priest(1997).
In virtue of the collapsed interpretation, a formula

is (LP-)logical

truth iff every interpretation is a model for it. The Collapse Theorem
tells us that every LP-logical truth is a logical truth of classical firstorder logic, but not vice versa. Let

be a set of sentences true

. Priest(1994) regards that the completeness and inconsistency

in

are immediate consequences of the Collapsing Theorem.

of

, ∃

With regard to the inconsistency of
and

classical model of

,

. Let

holds in a collapsed model of

∧
be any

be an equivalence relation on

which is either a congruence relation in terms of the interpretations of
the function symbols. Accepting the collapsed interpretation above, we
produce a collapsed interpretation
numbers in

. Some classically distinct

are collapsed into equivalence classes and the

equivalence classes preserve the non-identities of their members. In
other words, if x and y are distinct numbers, and in the equivalence
class
∃

,

but
∧

holds in

since

. Hence,

.

The next thing is about the completeness of
the ω-completeness of

but

9)

. We assume

for the sake of convenience. In the

finite LP-models of arithmetic, even numerical equations can be
9)

LP-collapse models are quotient algebras of classical arithmetic which produce
diverse models similar to modular arithmetic. The reader can consult Priest
(1997) for the detailed explanations and the examples of inconsistent models
for arithmetic, such as cyclic and heap models.
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inconsistent. For the truth-values of a sentence
determined by different procedures

and

, and its negation,

Gödel sentence,

and

. In this sense, both the

, have the truth-value. Let

define a provability predicate for the Gödel sentence
,

, as ∃

has
,

there is an n such that
,

Since

is true in

in

which says that

. Provided that

provable in

and

is provable in
,

holds in
⊢ , that

true in

⊢

10)

.

,
is
⊢ ,
.
.

By the Collapsing Theorem, (3) in Appendix A is true in
φ↔

are

and

It follows, by the assumption
. If

is

and only we have an interpretation

with its extension,

we should say that there exists an n such that
and such n does not exist. Taking the similar example, Stewart
Shapiro (2002) has refuted Priest’s Dialetheism. Shapiro(2002, p. 828)
asks ‘[h]ow can the dialetheist go on to maintain that … [n] is not the
code of a [
10)

-derivation of [ ?’ However, he lacks the point

Let ,
be formulas and ∘ be constant. We call ∘ ‘detachable constant’ if
∘
and
jointly imply . Say that the detachment inference is any form
of inferences that if ∘
and
then . Beall and Foster and Seligman
(2012) argues that LP does not admit the detachment inference. Without the
detachment, it seems that the equivalence relation between the Gödel sentence,
, and its negation,
does not hold. Thus, in LP, one can reject the
. However, Priest (1991) and Priest (2006, Ch.8
equivalence relation ↔
and Ch. 16) accept the detachment inference as a quasi-valid inference which
means it is classically valid but dialetheically invalid in a minimally
inconsistent LP. Also if
is true in a classical model, then, in the collapsed
,
is true, by the Collapsing Theorem. To avoid an unnecessary
model
,
and ↔
dispute, we assume in this section that ↔ ∃
are true.
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that Priest’s inconsistent models have two interpretation
As Priest (2006a, p. 242) puts,

and

has an additional interpretation

having the anti-extension and so
some m in

for

.

equivalent in

.

and

are
11)

-complete theory

.

It follows that

. Let

be the

equivalence class containing m and n. As m and n are in
∩

,

and so
,

is not classical. Unlike any consistent classical models for
has its denotations and

every name in
object
and

. Moreover,

has separate sets of extensions with

. To determine whether
∈

see whether

has an inconsistent

is true in

, we have to look to

. To determine whether

we have to look to see whether

∈

is true in

,

. The separate processes of
make

truth-value determination with the inconsistent object
complete because both the Gödel sentence,
negation,

, have the truth-value in

About the completeness of
sentence
for
true in

and

and
,

∈

,

.

contains the Gödel
,

. Consider any classical models,

, having no anti-extension, a set
neither have the Gödel sentence

incomplete but

, and its

is complete.

,

of sentences
nor

.

is

is a collapsed model

produced by applying the collapsed interpretation to any (consistent)
classical model
11)

for arithmetic. In other words, adding inconsistent

Assuming
is -complete. A simple variation of the claim 1 and 2
⊢ ↔
. We already know that ↔
without 3 of Theorem 1,
is provable in
. Either ↔
is.
Hence,
↔
is provable in
.
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objects to

gives an inconsistent LP model for arithmetic and makes
complete.

The last thing we should talk is the circularity problem of Priest’s
argument for Dialetheism from Gödel’s theorem (Theorem 1).
is complete by the collapsed interpretation. As Priest (2006a,
pp. 236-237) has argued, an application of Theorem 1 to
leads a contradiction,

∧

. A derivation of the contradiction seems

to guide us the view that Gödel’s theorem may be a ground for
Dialetheism. Although we merely accept Theorem 1 but not Theorem 2,
his argument raises the circularity problem. The thing is that to make
complete we should extend a (consistent) classical model
for PA with the extension for

and the anti-extension for

means that we need a both-value for

∧

in order to make

complete. As the interpretation
inconsistent objects in
the inconsistent objects in

and

provides the both-value in

have the both-value, then

. It
with

,

and

becomes complete. To have
, however, Dialetheism must be true.

Priest has given an argument for Dialetheism from Gödel’s theorem,
and so we consider that Theorem 1 supports Dialetheism. As noted in
Section 2, Theorem 1 does not show the inconsistency of a certain
theory
then

of arithmetic. It has a conditional form that if

is complete,

is inconsistent. To support Dialetheism from Theorem 1, we

have to prove that a theory of arithmetic, e.g.

, is complete.

Circularity arises. Therefore, Priest’s argument for Dialetheism from
Gödel’s theorem has a circularity problem.
Priest may answer that the existence of inconsistent objects or the
both-value are guaranteed by the fact that our expressions in natural
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language and its linguistic principles are inconsistent, and so his
argument is not circular. Unfortunately, such an answer is nothing but a
rejection of the view that Gödel’s theorem is a ground for Dialetheism.
The meaning of ‘=’ in Priest’s inconsistent arithmetic,

, is

ambiguous. Both the congruence relation and the identity relation are
regarded as the meaning of ‘=’. As ambiguous expressions in natural
language often lead an inconsistency, an ambiguous use of ‘=’ derives a
contradiction. However, Gödel’s theorem does not give any reason for
the legitimacy of the ambiguous use of ‘=’. As we have discussed in
Section 2, Theorem 1 and 2 neither show incompleteness nor
inconsistency if we drop the assumption of consistency and of
completeness of a theory. Gödel’s and its related theorem only explain
the relation between consistent and complete theories. If the
inconsistency of natural language implies the existence of a dialetheia
in arithmetic, Dialetheism is supported by the inconsistency of natural
language, but not by Gödel’s theorem (Theorem 1).

4. Conclusion: Do Paraconsistent Logicians Need
Gödel’s Theorem as Its Motivation?
There is more than one philosophical significance of Gödel’s Theorem.
Some classical logicians have believed that the implication of Gödel’s
Theorem is the inequality of the notion of truth in the standard
interpretation and provability in a formal system. For them, truth
transcends a (formal) proof. An intuitionist has denied the notion of the
classical truth and claimed the truth as knowable(or provable).
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Especially, when he has rejected the view that Gödel’s theorem is not a
ground for Dialetheism, Tennant(2004, p. 383) says, following
Dummett(1963), ‘[w]hat Gödel’s Theorem show is that we can never
once-and-for-all delimit … the resources of ‘naive provability’’. These
philosophical significances are the consistent counterpart of Gödel’s
theorem because classicists and intuitionists have never concerned
about the inconsistent and non-trivial theories for arithmetic. There
might be a paraconsistent significance of Gödel’s Theorem. The
complete counterpart of Gödel’s theorem may show the existence of a
true contradiction in a complete theory of arithmetic. We should not
lose the point that only in the complete theory a contradiction is
derivable as a theorem, on account of Gödel’s and its related theorems.
Dialetheism is not a promising paraconsistent significance of Gödel’s
Theorem if Dialetheism is the view that there exists a true contradiction
in all (mathematical) structures. Furthermore, to avoid the circularity
problem argued in Section 3, if Priest presumes an inconsistency of the
linguistic principles of natural language, a derivation of the
contradiction from Gödel’s proof would rather be a consequence of the
inconsistent and complete arithmetic than being a ground of it. In this
sense, Gödel’s theorem (Theorem 1) is not a ground for Dialetheism.
The other option is to accept mathematical pluralism which is the
doctrine that there are different mathematical structures where distinct
and incompatible theorems and laws hold. (Cf. Geoffrey Hellman and
John Bell (2006) and Priest (2013)). Priest (2013) may consider a fullblooded platonist’s version of mathematical pluralism to be the noneist
position sketched in Priest (2005, Ch. 7). He points out that the
inconsistent mathematics adds further to diverse the consistent
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mathematics. Given the perspective of Priest (2005), he accepts many
worlds as well as impossible ones. Also, having the view of Priest
(2013), logic may differ from world to world. Since logical truths vary
across different worlds, he may accept alethic pluralism about truth
which says that there exists more than one truth property. In some
(impossible) worlds, a contradiction can be true and so Dialetheism is
true, but this argument for Dialetheism is from the noneist’s version of
mathematical pluralism, but not from Gödel’s Theorem.12) The
derivation of the contradiction is merely a consequence of the
inconsistent linguistic principles, but not a ground of Dialetheism.
Last but not the least, not all paraconsistent logicians accept Gödel’s
theorem as its motivation. Meyer and Mortensen (1983, p. 924) has
shown the incompleteness of relevant arithmetic including his
##

,

#

, and

##

#

,

, without Gödel’s incompleteness theorem.

Moreover, Meyer (1996) rejects the formalization methods related with
‘~’ in Gödel’s proof as dirty tricks because ‘~’ in Gödel’s proof has a
different meaning of ‘not’ in English. Without Gödel’s and its related
theorem, the paraconsistent logic and its relevant arithmetic are
conceived. All in all, Gödel’s theorem cannot be the ground for

12)

Priest seems to take a double face in the discussion of pluralism. Priest(2006b,
pp. 206-207) attacks on alethic pluralism. In this sense, his dialetheia seems to
have only one property of truth that should be true in all correct theories of
arithmetic (or all mathematical structures). In the stance of Priest (2006b), he
can claim that there is only one actual world, only one actual truth and the
actual world has an inconsistent linguistic principle of its natural language. If he
regards that the actual world is inconsistent, the ground of the inconsistency or
the existence of dialetheia is not from Gödel’s Theorem, but from the
inconsistency of the actual world.
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Dialetheism, and, for some paraconsistent logicians, it does not need to
be.
Appendix A. Deriving a Contradiction from Gödel’s Proof.
In this appendix, we prove that an ω-complete and complete theory
derives a contradiction.
Lemma 1.(Gödel 1931) Let

be any given theory of arithmetic that

can represent all primitive recursive functions. For each formula
with one variable x, there exists a sentence
⊢

such that

≡ .

Proof. The proof is in Gödel(1931:173-177).13)
,

We consider a provability predicate
is a derivation of y from the axioms of

which expresses that x

14)

.

,

satisfies the

following relations:
⊢

iff for some n,

⊬

iff for all n, ~

Applying Lemma 1 to ~∃
13)

,
,

is provable in
is provable in

,

(1)
(2)

, we have

Lemma 1 is due to Gödel(1931) and often called ‘fixpoint lemma’ or ‘diagonal
lemma.’ He does not state the lemma explicitly, but his proof of Theorem VI in
Gödel(1931) includes it.
14)
It is a well-known fact that a provability predicate
,
can be
,
appears in Gödel
recursively defined. A precise formulation of
(1931, p. 171). Gödel’s ‘xBy’ has the same role of
, .
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⊢

≡ ~∃

,

.

(3)

Having (1), (2) and (3), we have a contradiction true in an ω-complete
and complete theory
Theorem 1. Let

.

be any given

-complete theory of arithmetic that
is complete, there

can represent all primitive recursive functions. If
such that

exists

⊢
⊢

Proof. To prove

∧~ .

∧ ~ , we have three claims.

Claim 1.

⊬ .

Suppose

⊢ . By (1), there is an n such that

⊢∃

,

which contradicts

. Since we have (3),
⊢∃

,

Claim 2.

⊬~ .

Suppose

⊢ ~ . As we have

⊢∃

,

. Since

,

. It is not the case that

⊢ .

⊬~ .

Claim 3. If

is complete,

Suppose

is complete.

classically implies

⊢

⊢~

and (3), classically

is -complete, there exists n such that
⊢

. Hence, by (1),

Therefore,

⊢

⊢ ~∃

, so

⊬ .

Therefore,

,

,

⊢
⊬

which contradicts the supposition.
∧~ .
implies

⊢~

and

⊬~

. From the claim 1 and 2, we have

∧~ .

Appendix B. Deriving a Contradiction from Rosser’s Proof.

Q.E.D.
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Barkley Rosser (1936) showed that consistency could replace ωconsistency in Gödel's incompleteness theorem. For the purpose of
deriving a contradiction, we introduce additional terminologies and
arithmetical facts.
as ∃

Let define

where
∨

as

function and

is a successor

. We have the following

of PA.

fact from the theory

⊢ ∀y y

∨

∨

(4)
,

as ∀

We define a Rosser’s predicate

⊃

∃

,

with

∃

,

is recursively defined. An application of

∼

Lemma 1 of Appendix A yields a

Theorem A. Let

⊢

is,

such that

⊢
Theorem A shows that

,

. As

≡
≡∼

(5)

if

is consistent.

be a theory of arithmetic that can represent all

primitive recursive functions. If

is consistent, there exists

such

that
⊢
Proof. Let

be consistent and

≡∼ .
be a sentence satisfying (5).

Claim 1.

⊢

⊃∼ .

Suppose

⊢ . By (1), there exists an n such that
~

is consistent, no m satisfies
⊢

,

∧ ~∃

,

,

. Since

. We have, for some
~

,

,
(6)

From (6), we use classical logic and derive the following:
⊢ ~∀
(7) means

⊢~

,

⊃∃

. Applying ~

~

,

to (2), we have

(7)
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⊢~ .
Therefore, it follows that
⊢

Claim 2.

⊢~ ⊃ .

Suppose

⊢ ~ . For some m,
,

for all n, ~

⊃∼ .

~

,

. Since

is consistent,

and in particular, for all

does so. We

have
⊢∀

⊃~

∨

,

(8)

From (4) and (8), it follows that
⊢∀

,

⊃

(9)

,

(10)

In addition, we have
~

⊢
It follows from (10) that
⊢∀

⊃∃

~

,

))

(11)

,

(12)

From (9) and (11), by enthymeme, we have
⊢∀

,

⊃∃

~

Applying (12) to (5), we have
⊢ .
It follows that
⊢~ ⊃ .
Therefore, by the claim 1 and 2,
It is readily proved that

⊢

≡∼ .

Q.E.D.

cannot be both consistent and complete, on

par with the proofs of Theorem 1 and 2.
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Corollary A. (Rosser, 1936). If

is consistent, then

is not

complete.
be a sentence satisfying (5).

Proof. Let
Claim 1.

⊬ .

Suppose

⊢

Hence,

⊬ .

. By Theorem A, we have

Claim 2.

⊬~

Suppose

⊢ ~ . By Theorem A,

⊢ . Hence

⊬~ .

is not complete.

Therefore,
⊬

⊢ ~ . Contradiction.

does not imply

⊢~

Q.E.D.
if there is no presupposition that

complete. With the completeness presupposition of
⊢

is

, we have

∧~ .

Corollary B. If
Proof. Let
⊬~
we have

is complete, then

is not consistent.

be complete. Then

classically means
⊢~

⊬

implies

⊢~

and

⊢ . From the claim 1 of Corollary A,

and by Theorem A,

⊢ . Hence,

⊢

∧~ .

Q.E.D.
Corollary A and B shows the incompatibility of the consistency and
completeness of

. In other words, even though we accept Rosser’s

proof of the incompleteness,

cannot have a contradiction without

the assumption of completeness. The next thing that Priest has to argue
is that any correct theories for arithmetic are complete.
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괴델의 불완전성 정리가 양진주의의 근거가
될 수 있는가?
최 승 락

양진주의는 참인 모순이 존재한다는 입장이다. 필자는 이 글에서
괴델 정리가 양진주의의 근거라는 프리스트의 논변이 설득력이 없
음을 논할 것이다. 이는 괴델 증명이 우리에게 주는 교훈은 임의의
충분히 강한 산수에 관한 이론이 완전하면서 일관적일 수 없다는
것이기 때문이다. 다음으로 필자는 프리스트의 비일관적이고 완전
한 산수에서 모순이 도출될 수 있음을 설명할 것이다. 그리고 괴델
문장이 비일관적이고 완전한 산수이론에 적용되어 양진주의에 관한
대안논변을 제시할 수 있음을 소개하고 이 경우에는 순환성의 문제
가 있음을 논할 것이다.
요약해서, 필자는 괴델 정리 및 그와 관련된 정리는 완전한 이론
들과 일관적인 이론들 간의 관계를 보여줄 뿐임을 주장할 것이다.
괴델 문장의 적용을 통해 도출된 모순이 중간값과 같은 참인 문장
의 값을 지닐 수 있는 것 역시 산수에 관한 비일관 모형에서일 뿐
이다. 비일관성이나 완전성에 관한 가정을 하지 않는다면, 괴델 문
장의 적용이 참인 모순을 이끌어 낼 수 없으며 그렇기에 괴델 정
리 및 그와 관련된 정리는 양진주의의 근거가 될 수 없다.
주요어: 괴델의 불완전성 정리, 로서의 불완전성 정리, 양진주의,
비일관산수, 그래햄 프리스트

